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As a disabled person I love discovering books featuring characters that represent me With
The Wright Brother we have an amazing and understanding hero and his angsty and rocky
road to romance with the girl who s been a part of his life since the day he was born With its
heartbreaking moments of peer pressure weighing on their connection readers are kept on
the edge of their seats praying for a HEA.Champion swimmer Elisa has been a part of the
Wright triplet s lives since they were born and had an undeniable connection with Julian, the
quiet and contemplative brother who happens to be deaf and colorblind As children she
sees them as her brothers and their lives become inexplicably entwined with hers Between
her and Julian in particular there s a special bond where they have their own way of
communicating As they grow older their connection deepens and that s when things
become complicated Elisa starts seeing Julian in a less than brotherly way, but because he
s two years younger she fights an attraction that s clearly meant to be As the years pass
their relationship has its ups and downs with moments of deep and profound connections
along with gutwrenching breakups that ultimately coalesce in Elisa discovering the true
meaning of love Elisa is a character that is at once admirable as well as frustrating As the
story was told from her prospective we got to see her feelings and thoughts in depth as they
evolved through the years which left me disappointed in her at times She was always
accepting of Julian s disability, learning sign language, as well as having their own special

language She was drawn to him completely but let their age difference consume her which
led to wishy washy and hurtful life choices She would push him away while bringing him
closer and I felt that she led him on at times She never made the sacrifices he did for their
happiness which lessened my opinion of her further I also never felt she was as deeply
committed as he was in their relationship as her head was easily turned by a pretty boy late
in the story Though she was older in age I felt she waschildish in understanding feelings
When describing Julian it was all about his looks at first with deeper impressions coming
much later Ultimately she became an adult worthy of the amazing Julian, but I wish her
journey in getting to that point hadn t been so frustrating through misunderstandings of her
own making.Ms Hall s depiction of Julian s disability was nicely handled and seamlessly
incorporated into the story He was an engaging and strong willed character and was put
through the emotional wringer by Elisa s poor choices He had bouts of depression and
loneliness that we barely saw but defined who he became and I truly wish the story had
given usinsight into his thoughts as he was the stronger andlikable character I would ve
liked to see the world through his colorblind eyes and see into people s souls beyond their
words Julian always knew he wanted Elisa and gave her the time to realize the truth of what
they meant to each other He was steadfast in his love and he s now my new book boyfriend
as he s deliciously sexy and sweet in his words and deeds.At times the storyline took on a
soap opera feel, especially with Mandy s fit of jealousy over Julian s attention to Elisa as
well as Ava s jealousy over Elisa s swimming talent This distracted from the overall
romance and was an attempt to elicit sympathy for Elisa that didn t really work for me as I
desperately wanted to seeof Julian His life and career was taking off and we never got to
see it as the story was focused on Elisa Along on this rollercoaster ride to HEA is a
memorable cast of secondary characters that range from insightful parents to supportive
friends to the charming, fun, and flirty Wright brothers, Christian and Roman I hope to see
their stories told as they too had emotional ups and downs, hidden behind humor, but
equally engaging as dealing with a disabled sibling isn t always easy From start to finish I
was fully immersed in this story and its melodramatic romance but often left frustrated and
disappointed by Elisa She was at times superficial and subtly self centered but in Julian s
presence she shined Julian is an enigmatic hero who spoke volumes with his silence He
was sexy, supportive, and wise beyond his years The unrelenting sexual tension between
him and Elisa crackled which ultimately led to super steamy and sensual sexual interludes
between the two Ultimately, because of Julian, I enjoyed this story and its depiction of
disability and growing up though I wish we d seenof it through Julian s eyes Once again Ms
Hall has successfully tugged at my heartstrings with her imperfect yet perfect for me hero
and I hope to revisit the Wright brothers as their stories deserve to be told. Let s just say
Elisa and Julien s togetherness is not smooth sailing Sometimes I wanted to shake one of
them it didn t matter who the hell I wanted to shake they just needed a good damn shake
Elisa she s just lost on her feelings I think she s not sure what s proper, what s what she s

just plain lost, I m not sure the author intended for the character to be lost and a ditz at
times but the girl came across that way I mean she isn t hesitant for a battle with Julien,
have you told her Did you tell her what happened that night between us huh Because you
owe her that much I told Tom I broke it off with him Did you know that Once things get good
between the two I enjoyed the story very much and Julien s way of telling her that it s time
for bed is a perfect solution that all couples should consider there would totally be a lot less
fights and divorces in the world, he shrugged When I m tired, I ll just give you an orgasm
and make you fall asleep I loved Julien s playful side we didn t see it much but when we did
I was excited, you re the fastest swimmer I know You own this Then he took her hands,
gave them a quick kiss, and patted her bottom Now get dressed before I forget that we don
t have time for me to go down on you I m ready for the rest of the boys to get a story I hope
Rome s is a littleedgier andbada because the boy comes off as a total bada. 2.5 3 Stars
When I first heard about this book from a friend, it sounded amazing, beautiful, and I just
had a strong feeling that I was going to bring out my ugly cry for this one I was thinking it
would be along the lines of Archers Voice, which was absolutely beautiful and emotional
There is a good story here, and it seems lots of people loved this, but I found it lacking and
IMO, misleading As I am still feeling a little raw, I am going to start out with the bad I never
copy blurbs, but I feel it is a little necessary to do to in order to show part of my frustration
Here s what hooked me From the moment I opened my eyes I could only see the world in
shades of gray There was no noise, no sound, nothing Deaf and colorblind, I was a freak
My world was bleak, silent and empty, until her Until I met my neighbor, Elisa Jane Adrian I
want her I need her The fractured part of me feels whole when she s around Like the world
isn t so dark, isn t so bleak, and so still I know it s impossible, but when I look at Elisa I
swear I can see color, can hear the gentle inhalations of her breath I know she feels it too,
this magic, this desperate desire I first saw him when I was three Julian Wright was different
than any other guy I d ever known He sees the world in a way I know I never will But he
intrigues me The way he looks at me with his sea green eyes, how he hypnotizes me with
his smile This is just the main part, but do you see what I mean It sounds soooooo good
That s what I thought anyways.Would you think the book was written in dual POV and first
person I did I wanted to read about Julian s thoughts and how he felt But sadly, this was
written in third person, solely from Elisa s perspective This threw me off, and I shouldn t be
upset about it, as it s just a description of the bookbut I was pretty bummed out about this I
still continued because I thought there was a great love story to be told I liked the first third
of the book To find out that Julian was a triplet, made his story a littlesad He was the
outcast if the three boys, not just personality but looks as well He loved Elisa since he was
very young Your heart just melted for this sweet beta hero Julian and Elisa grow up as next
door neighbors She sees the triplets as her brothers, and they do everything together When
Elisa is 11, the boys move away after the death of their father and Elisa is devastated When
they come back, six years later, there is something about the 15 year Julian that makes her

heart skip He has tattoos, piercings and is gorgeous She is very conflicted about her
feelings Not only has Julian been like a brother to her, but the age difference bothers her
They are 2 years and 5 months apart She will be going off to college and he will be in high
school for another couple years But there is something about Julian that makes her go
against her best judgement Needless to say, the sexual tension is high Elisa has to know
how Julian feels about her and she continued to lead him on and then run away This
frustrated me view spoiler When they finally do hook up, on Julian s 18th birthday, he runs
off afterwards She is extremely upset that he leaves her even though she has a boyfriend I
thought this was a great taste of her own medicine hide spoiler I love the sound of this The
hero was born deaf and colorblind and his life has been silent and empty, until her She s his
neighbour and he s falling for her, but she s fighting her feelings for him and he doesn t
want to let her go Wow what a HUGE disappointment I bought this book without reading a
sample first which was a mistake.Elisa is a boring and immature girl woman She was sooo
annoying.Julian well, I never felt a connection to him Actually, the whole story felt kind of far
away.It was written in the third person from Elisa s POV kind of weird, because the blurb on
Goodreads was written from Julian s POV.The writing was rushed and especially towards
the end were so many time jumps I was slightly confused The idea of the book was so great
but the rest sigh a huge waste of time.So, two stars because of the prologue and the great
idea.

I received an ARC from Author s HQ in exchange for an honest review Thank you The

Wright Brother was great introduction to the different Wright brothers, particularly, Julian
The plot unfolds around a man who is deaf and colorblind and an older woman who ve
known each other since childhood and their journey toward love, acceptance, and taking
chances in life.Their affair is not an easy one, so hence, my wanting to wring somebody s
neck and slap some sense into someone every once in a while But, when they did give into
their feelings and come together it was absolutely beautiful.I liked the depth the author had
added to the Julian s character, aside from his physical hindrances, and his out of the box
type of way he sees himself and the world So different and dynamic Yet refreshing He
totally got under my skin, that s for sure As for Elisa, she was err something else Don t get
me wrong, she is a good person and her heart is in the right place It s just her mind and
demeanor that got to me at times since her actions don t exactly follow up to what I was
expecting She was really something in itself So all in all, a touching story about life s
blessings and heartaches and how to make the best of obscure challenges and to pave way
to your future Great job Marie This review is gonna suck, but the book kind of deserves it Of
course Joey was going to ask her It wasn t like it was the best kept secret he was a jock,
she was a jock, it was a match made in jocky heaven.This book takes place over a long
period of time and I did like the birds eye view of Elisa s life The author is free to emphasise
and skip details as she likes, sometimes jumping from one week to a couple of months and
I didn t mind at all because she s telling a bigger story I especially liked that Elisa s voice
matured over the book Elisa, Christian, Roman, and Jules are childhood best friends Elisa
is an only child so They d grown up together, she d tended to their scrapes, played hide and
go seek, listened to them talk all about their stupid cartoons because she loved them From
the very first minute she d seen the triplets, she d fallen in love They were her family.The
boys are fraternal triplets but Christian and Roman are muchtwin like Elisa is a tomboy so
she fits right in with the brothers Elisa has always looked out especially for Julian who is
colour blind, deaf and mute.The blurb makes it seem like she s some kind of cougar, but
she s actually only two years and five months older than him.The romance can be awkward
but the author seems to play it up evenso that I felt uncomfortable Yet every time I started
judging, the author bitch slaps Julian and Elisa so hard I can t help but feel sorry for their
doomed love Until the only thought she kept having was that after today he was legal What
a sad, sad person she was.The story gets much better once Julian turns 18 and the author
starts describing their relationship in muchmature terms Also, pre 18 Julian is the one that is
pining after Elisa Post 18, it s a bit of a different story She was just as much in love with
Julian Wright now as she had ever been, and she hated him for it.When Julian gets a
girlfriend I just think it s hilariously stupid that said girlfriend doesn t know sign language.I
like that Elisa is close with her parents I feel like I ve recently been reading a lot of
dysfunctional family books.One annoying thing is the inconsistencies Julian demands to
know why Elisa didn t call him Sure, maybe he meant Skype but it just bugged me Also,
Julian only wears black and white so he doesn t have to worry about colour scheming

Colour blind people can see different shades of gray, I think that he would ve learned
Sexual Content Several graphic sex scenes which didn t really contribute to the story at all I
forgot to mention the cheating ARGH The CASUAL CHEATING I hate the CHEATING It is
NOT okay Repeat NOT OKAY. &FREE DOWNLOAD ? The Wright Brother ? From The
Moment I Opened My Eyes I Could Only See The World In Shades Of Gray There Was No
Noise, No Sound, Nothing Deaf And Colorblind, I Was A Loner My World Was Bleak, Silent
And Empty, Until Her Until I Met My Neighbor, Elisa Jane Adrian I Want Her I Need Her The
Fractured Part Of Me Feels Whole When She S Around Like The World Isn T So Dark, Isn
T So Bleak, And So Still I Know It S Impossible, But When I Look At Elisa I Swear I Can
See Color, Can Hear The Gentle Inhalations Of Her Breath I Know She Feels It Too, This
Magic, This Desperate Desire I First Saw Him When I Was Three Julian Wright Was
Different Than Any Other Guy I D Ever Known He Sees The World In A Way I Know I Never
Will But He Intrigues Me The Way He Looks At Me With His Sea Green Eyes, How He
Hypnotizes Me With His Smile It S Dangerous These Feelings I Have For Him Reckless
And Stupid I M So Much Older Than Him, I Know Better And I Ll Fight These Desires, No
One Will Ever Know How I Feel I Ll Even Pretend To Myself That I M Not As Hooked On
Him As He Is On Me I Ll Move Away To Ireland, I Ll Forget Him, But That S The Thing
About The Wright S, They Have A Way Of Getting Under Your Skin, Into Your Soul, And No
Matter The Time Or Distance, Once A Wright Sets Their Eyes On You, There S No Going
Backever Would have been a 5 star book except for the view spoiler unnecessary dragged
out angsty separation bcos of the stupid job It just felt so artificial hide spoiler It was a nice
story, I loved Roman and Christian, I LOVED Julian butThose damn buts again First of all, I
think that the book had a bad case of the hiccups When the author warned at the beginning
that the book takes place over 30 years I was sure it would be MUCH longer But no, it was
just that there was plot, plot, plot, hiccup a year had passed, plot, plot, months have passed
and so on I just didn t feel connected.Secondly, when I read that the heroine was MUCH
older I thought she wouuld be AT LEAST 7 to 12 years his senior I should be so lucky No,
ladies and gentlemen, the heroine was only 3 years older That, past the age of 15 and her
being 18 stopped being so weird.Thridly, I disliked the heroine She was annoying, self
centered and immature.Last BUT CERTANLY NOT LEAST, we have a cheating couple
Now, personally I don t like it, but I don t refuse to read a book just because someone is
unfaithful But since I know people who do refuse to read such books I give you fair
warning.Would I read about the other 2 of the triplets Sure I will just have to adjust my
expectations and hope to be pleasantly surprised.
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